Abstract. Software development in the domain of embedded and deeply embedded systems is dominated by cost pressure and extremely limited hardware resources. As a result, modern concepts for separation of concerns and software reuse are widely ignored, as developers worry about the thereby induced memory and performance overhead. Especially object-oriented programming (OOP) is still little in demand. For the development of highly configurable fine-grained system software product lines, however, separation of concerns (SoC) is a crucial property. As the overhead of object-orientation is not acceptable in this domain, we propose aspect-oriented programming (AOP) as an alternative. Compared to OOP, AOP makes it possible to reach similar or even better separation of concerns with significantly smaller memory footprints. In a case study for an embedded system product line the memory costs for SoC could be reduced from 148-236% to 2-10% by using AOP instead of OOP.
Introduction
The domain of embedded and deeply embedded devices is dominated by 8 bit µ-controllers with 0.25-4 KB of RAM and a few KB of flash memory. In 2000, more than 98% of the total worldwide CPU production (8 billion entities) were dedicated to the domain of embedded systems; 87% of the entities used in this domain were 8 bit or smaller [47] . From the viewpoint of procurement, this "old-fashioned technology" is still the best compromise with respect to functionality and costs. In areas of mass production a few cents decide over market success or failure -a situation that cannot be expected to change soon, given that the envisioned scenarios of smart dust [30] , ubiquitous computing [48] , and proactive computing [47] crucially depend on the bulk availability of very cheap, self-organizing "intelligent" devices.
Counting cents in hardware procurement basically leads to counting bytes in software development. To cope with hardware cost pressure and extremely limited resources, software developers for deeply embedded systems intentionally avoid modern language concepts for a better separation of concerns (SoC), as they worry about the thereby induced memory and performance overhead. Especially object-oriented programming (OOP) is still little in demand, as some of its fundamental concepts (e.g., late binding by virtual functions) are known to have non-negligible costs [20] . Hence, most software development for embedded systems is still performed "ad-hoc" in C (often even assembler) with a strong focus on minimizing hardware requirements. Organized reuse and separation of concerns are often considered as less important.
System Software Product Lines
The common "ad-hoc" application-specific development approach is doomed to fail for reusable system software, such as operating systems or light-weight middleware for embedded devices. System software for this domain has to not only cope with the aforementioned resource constraints, but also with a very broad variety of functional and nonfunctional requirements [10] . It has to be tailorable to provide exactly the functionality required by the intended application, but nothing more. This leads to a family-based or product line approach, where the variability and commonality among family members is expressed by feature models [16] . The tailorability of software product lines depends mostly on the offered level of functional exchangeability (here denoted as variability) and functional selectability (here denoted as granularity). Both, variability and granularity require a (right-unique) mapping from implementation components to the features they implement; thus, a good separation of concerns. As the principal overhead of OOP is not acceptable in this domain, we advocate to use aspect-oriented programming (AOP) instead.
The AOP, as well as the OOP, provides means for a better separation of concerns. Today, AOP is mostly perceived as an extension to OOP, which leads to the impression that it has to induce similar or even higher overheads. This is understandable, as most aspect languages are actually extensions to object-oriented languages like Java. For AspectJ [31] , studies show furthermore that AOP concepts may indeed lead to some extra overhead [21] . Nevertheless, the AOP itself is not limited to OOP. Language extensions have as well been proposed for non-OOP languages (such as AspectC [12] ) and multiparadigm languages (such as AspectC++ [46] ). In these languages it is possible to use AOP not only as an extension, but also as an alternative to OOP.
Objectives
This article shows that for the specific requirements of resource-constrained software development, AOP can be superior to OOP. Our focus is not on separation of crosscutting concerns and other structural benefits of AOP that have earlier been discussed in many papers. Instead, we want to draw attention to a mostly unexplored benefit of AOP: given a well-optimizing static weaver, AOP can provide SoC more resource-efficiently than OOP. Our goals are in particular to:
-broaden the perception of AOP. Currently AOP is mostly perceived as an extension to OOP for a better SoC. Understanding it as an alternative to OOP with respect to resource-efficiency and hardware costs is a new point of view. -attract new communities to AOP. Especially the systems and embedded communities have a profound skepticism regarding the suitability of high-level programming paradigms ("everything beyond C"), as they (have to) favor efficiency over SoC.
Demonstrating that with aspects it can be possible to reach SoC without having to give up efficency would help to broaden the acceptance of AOP.
For these purposes, we conducted a study in which we compare the resource requirements of three implementations of the same embedded software product line. A highly efficient C-based implementation that does not provide SoC, an object-oriented, and an aspect-oriented implementation. We evaluate the OO and AO implementations regarding the techniques used to reach SoC. The focus is on the thereby induced costs. While both implementations reach the SoC goals, the OO-based solution leads to significantly higher resource requirements than the AO-based solution, which can compete with plain C.
Structure of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we present our case study about an aspect-oriented and an object-oriented implementation of an embedded software product line. Both implementations are analyzed with respect to used idioms and potential cost drivers. In Sect. 4, these implementations are further investigated regarding their resource requirements. The results are discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 provides an overview of related work. Finally, the paper is briefly summarized in Sect. 7.
Scenario
In the following, we present and analyze a case study of an embedded software product line with three different implementations: C-based, OOP-based, and AOP-based. For the sake of comprehensibility, we have conducted this case study in a more applicationoriented field. The scenario is an embedded weather station program family that should be configurable in various different variants. It is a somewhat typical example of an embedded application software product line. The identified patterns and results are, however, equally relevant for the development of system software, which is our main field of research.
Overview
A weather station variant basically consists of one or more sensors to gain environmental information and one or more actors to process the gathered weather data. Figure 1 shows the possible variants of the weather station as a feature model. Note that the list of available sensors as well as actors is expected to grow in future versions, e.g., by additional sensors for wind direction and humidity. Not visible in the feature model, but nevertheless part of the product line definition, is that we have to distinguish between two kinds of actors:
generic actors are able to process/aggregate information of any set of sensors. non-generic actors process/aggregate sensor data of some specific sensors only. SNGProto is an example for a specific actor. It implements a legacy binary data representation for compatibility with existing PC applications. This format encodes information of certain sensors only.
Hardware Platform
On the hardware side, sensors and actors of the weather station are connected to a small µ-controller (Fig. 2) . The AVR series by Atmel is a typical µ-controller product line. It is based on an 8 bit RISC core and offered with a broad variety of on-board equipment: 0-4 KB RAM, 1-128 KB program memory (flash), various busses and connectors (I 2 C, serial lines, A/D converters). Wholesale prices of the chip scale between 0.3 and 7 EUR. They depend mostly on the on-board equipment, especially the quantity of RAM and flash memory. The goal is to reach a similar level of scalability in the software product line, so that hardware costs do scale with the quantity of selected features. 
Configuration Process
A weather station variant is configured by selecting features from the feature model. Conceptually, the feature model can be considered as the description of the configuration space, while a (valid) feature selection is a description of a concrete variant. In the implementation space, a family model provides a mapping from the abstract features to concrete implementation artifacts (such as .h and .cpp files) which implement the selected features. The feature selection is evaluated against the configurations space by a variant management tool [9] , which copies the thereby defined set of implementation artifacts from the component repository into an output directory. The build process is then started in this directory to compile and link the configured system into the concrete variant (Fig. 3) .
The approach to map conceptual features by a family or platform model to concrete implementation artifacts is quite common the domain of embedded system software such as operating system product lines. 1 The main advantages are flexibility and portability. By providing hardware-specific versions of the implementation space (family model and implementation components), the same conceptual OS model and configuration tool can be used to "generate" highly optimized variants for very different µ-controller platforms and derivates.
The overall configurability (variability and granularity) of such product lines depend, however, on the (right-unique) mapping from implementation components to the features they implement; thus, a good separation of concerns. As a matter of fact, many features cannot be mapped to single (C-language) artifacts; their implementation is intermingled within the implementation of other features. The result is scattered and tangled code, typically processed by an intra-artifact "second-order configuration" by means of the C preprocessor and conditional compilation. This hampers maintainability and evolvability of the implementation artifacts and thereby limits on the long-term extensibility of the whole product line. Hence, we strive for a better separation of concerns-as long as it does not lead to significant extra costs on the hardware side. (2) , which in turn are mapped to physical implementation files (3) . The thereby determined set of implementation files for a concrete configuration is copied into the target directory, and finally compiled and linked into the actual weather station variant (4).
Implementation
In the following, we present and analyze two different implementations of the weather station product line that fulfill the goal of SoC. One implementation is OOP-based, while the other is AOP-based. The implementations were performed by two different, but equally experienced developers. Both have been (under the premise that SoC has to be achieved) carefully optimized with respect to resource requirements.
A third "traditional" C-based implementation is solely optimized for minimal resource consumption. Its only purpose is to provide the lower bounds of the resource consumption that can be reached in the different product line configurations.
The section is organized as follows: We start with a list of requirements in Sect. 3.1, which is followed by a description of the three implementations (C in Sect. 3.2, OO in Sect. 3.3, and AO in Sect. 3.4). These descriptions are intended as a brief overview only. In particular, they do not motivate the chosen design of the OO and AO versions. Instead, all design decisions and idioms used to reach SoC in the OO and AO versions are discussed collectively (to set them in contrast with each other) in Sect. 3.5. The results are summarized in Sect. 3.6.
Implementation Requirements
Besides the functional features that have to be implemented, the additional requirements on the implementations can be summarized as resource-thriftiness (all versions) and separation of concerns (AO and OO versions). This means in particular:
granularity. Components should be fine-grained. Each implementation element should be either mandatory (such as the application main loop) or dedicated to a single feature only. economy. The use of expensive language features should be avoided as far as possible.
For instance, a method should only be declared as virtual if polymorphic behavior of this particular method is required. pluggability. Changing the set of selected sensors and/or actors should not require modifications of any other part of the implementation. This basically means that sensor/actor implementations should be able to integrate themselves into the system. extensibility. The same should hold for new sensor or actor types, which may be available in a future version of the product line. Figure 4 shows the basic structure of the C version. Weather information is updated by the measure() function, which invokes-configured by conditional compilation-all existing sensors. For efficiency reasons, the actual weather data are passed as a global variable (not shown). Weather information is processed by the process() function, which invokes each actor (such as display_process())-again configured by means of conditional compilation. The ..._process() function of each actor retrieves the weather information for all configured sensors it is interested in-once more using conditional compilation. Due to the design goal to minimize the resource consumption, the C version does not fulfill our requirements on SoC (granularity, pluggability, extensability). By using global variables, conditional compilation, and inlining of all functions that are referred only once, it offers, however, efficiency. 
Implementation of the C Version
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Principle of Operation
1. Weather information is acquired by calling Weather::measure(), which in turn invokes the Sensor::measure() method on every registered sensor to update the sensor data. 2. Weather information is processed by the Sink::process() method.
Sink::process() first calls Actor::before_process() for each registered actor to initialize the processing. 3. Sensor information is passed to the actors by calling Actor::process() for each registered sensor. Actors retrieve the actual sensor name, unit, and measured data (as character strings) by calling the respective Sensor methods. 4. Finally, data processing is finalized by Sink::process() invoking Actor::after_ process() on each actor. 5. The whole process is repeated by the application main loop every second.
Implementation of the AO Version
The class/aspect model of the AO version is shown in Fig. 6 dling aspect, which performs the actual integration into Weather and Sink. A handling aspect performs two introductions: it aggregates the sensor as an instance variable into class Weather and a sensor-specific (empty) process_data() method into class Sink. Additionally, it defines function execution advice for Weather::measure() and Sink::process. Actors are implemented as aspects, which define execution advice for Sink::process() (for initialization and finalization) and the sensor-introduced Sink::process_data() methods (for the actual data processing).
Principle of Operation
1. Weather information is acquired by calling Weather::measure(), which is advised by the handling aspects of every sensor to call the sensor's measure() method. 2. Weather information is processed by the Sink::process() method.
Sink::process() is before-advised by any actor that needs to initialize before processing. 3. Sink::process() is advised for each sensor to call the introduced sensor-specific process_data() method. 4. The sensor-specific process_data() method is advised by every actor that processes data of this sensor. 5. Finally, data processing is finalized by Sink::process() being after-advised for any actor that needs to finalize its processing. 6. The whole process is repeated by the application main loop every second.
Used AOP and OOP Idioms
To achieve the required level of SoC as well as pluggability and extensibility, both versions use approach-specific idioms and patterns in the design and implementation. In the following, we will analyze some interesting parts of the AOP and OOP implementations. The goal is to identify, compare, and discuss the idioms that have to be used to reach SoC. In particular, the following problems had to be solved.
Working with Configuration-Dependent Sensors/Actors Sets
Both implementations have in common that the Weather/Sink classes are used to abstract from the configured sets of sensors and actors. These two abstractions are unavoidable, because the main() function, which performs the endless measurement and processing loop, should be configuration-independent and, thus, robust with respect to extensions. However, the implementation of the 1:n relationship of Weather/Sink and the concrete sensors and actors is completely different.
Interface dependency between Weather/Sink and sensors/actors
The Weather/Sink classes need to be able to invoke the measuring/processing of data independent of the actual sensor/actor types. Otherwise, pluggability and extensibility would be broken: Potential cost drivers: In the OO version, four methods in two classes have to be declared and called as virtual functions. The AO version induces no costs, as all sensor/actor code can be inlined.
Working with sets of sensors/actors
Weather/Sink need to be independent of the actual number of sensors/actors configured into the system. There is a 1:n relationship between Weather/Sink and sensors/actors:
OO version: In the OO version, this is solved by a simple publisher/subscriber mechanism. Sensors are chained into a linked list of "publishers", which is frequently iterated by Weather::measure() to update the data of each sensor: Actors are similarly chained into a list of "subscribers" which are invoked if new sensor data are available. The Sink class acts as "mediator" between sensors and actors. For the sake of memory efficiency, actors do not subscribe for single sensors, but are implicitly subscribed for the complete list.
AO version:
In the AO version, actors and sensors are implicitly chained at compile time by multiple aspects defining advice for the same Weather::measure() and Sink::process() execution joinpoints.
Potential cost drivers:
In the OO version, Weather/Sink as well as sensors/actors need to carry an extra pointer for the chaining. Some additional code is required to iterate over the chain of sensors/actors. 2
Registration of sensors/actors
This problem is closely related to the previous one. Sensors and actors need to be able to register themselves for the publisher/subscriber chain:
OO version: In the OO version, registration is done at run time by calling Weather::registerSensor()/Sink::registerActor(). Self-registration requires some C++ trickery: Each sensor/actor is instantiated as global object. The registration is performed by the constructor, which is "automatically" triggered during system startup.
AO version:
In the AO version, no extra efforts are required for self-registration. The chaining of actors and sensors is implicitly performed at compile time by advice-code weaving. Basically, it is the presence of some aspect in the source tree that triggers the registration.
Potential cost drivers:
In the OO version, the use of global object instances causes some overhead, as the compiler has to generate extra initialization code and puts a reference to this code in a special linker section. A system startup function has to be provided that iterates over this section and invokes the constructors of all global instances.
Implementation of Generic Actors
Generic actors process sensor data from any sensor type. For example, the Display actor should print the measured values of any configured sensor, regardless of the current configuration or future extensions with new sensor types. However, this leads to an interface dependency between actors and sensors, because (at least) the value has to be obtained in a generic way:
OO version: In the OO version, this is again solved by interfaces and late binding. To enable actors to retrieve sensor information from any sensor, the Sensor interface has to be extended by three additional virtual functions: Sensor::name(), Sensor::unit(), and Sensor::str_val(): AO version: In the AO version, this is solved by using the AspectC++ concept of generic advice [32, 35] . For every sensor MySensor, the corresponding MySensorHandling aspect introduces an empty sensor-specific process_data(const MySensor&) method into class Sink and gives advice to Sink::process() to invoke the introduced method: An actor gives generic advice that matches every (overloaded) Sink::process_data() function. To be independent of the actual sensor type, the advice body uses the AspectC++ joinpoint API to retrieve a typed reference to the sensor instance: AspectC++ instantiates advice bodies per joinpoint. Therefore, the calls to the actual sensor's str_val(), name(), and unit() methods can be bound at compile time. As an additional optimization, name() and unit() are implemented as static (class) functions.
Potential cost drivers:
In the OO version, three additional virtual functions are required in the sensor classes, as well as an additional virtual function calls in the actor classes.
In the AO version, the joinpoint API has to be used for a uniform and type-safe access to the sensor instance, which induces some overhead. Furthermore, the advice body of a generic actor is instantiated once per sensor, which may lead to code bloating effects.
Implementation of Non-generic Actors
Non-generic actors process data of some sensors only. The legacy SNG protocol, for instance, encodes weather data in a record of wind speed, temperature, and air pressure. It exposes the actual data using sensor-specific interfaces. The record may be sparse, meaning that a specific sensor, such as Temperature, may or may not be present in the actual system configuration.
OO version:
In the OO version, a non-generic actor filters the sensors it is interested in by applying run time type checks in the process() method. Each passed sensor is tested against the handled sensor types. If the run-time type matches with a handled sensor, a downcast is performed to get access to the sensor-specific interface: The idiom commonly used for run-time type checks in C++ is the dynamic_cast operator, which is part of the C++ run-time type interface (RTTI). RTTI is, however, quite expensive, as it requires additional run-time support and leads to some extra overhead in every class that contains virtual functions. To avoid this overhead, our implementation uses a "home-grown" dynamic type-check mechanism: The test is performed by comparing the string address returned by the (late-bound) Sensor::name() method with the address of the name string stored in the concrete class, 3 which is also returned by the static Sensor::id() method. The expensive C++ RTTI mechanism has been disabled.
Normally, dynamic type checks are considered harmful, because of a lack of extensibility and the accumulated costs of type checks, which sometimes outweigh the costs of a single virtual function call. However, in our case a non-generic actor shall be implemented. Therefore, extensibility is not an issue and the overhead of our type check implementation is acceptable. At the same time, alternative designs such as a visitor [24] fail, because a Visitor interface would have to list a visitSensor()method for every sensor type. However, the set of sensors is configurable and should nowhere be hard-wired.
AO version:
In the AO version, binding an actor to selected sensors only is realized by giving advice for specific Sink::process_data() methods only instead of using generic advice: Potential cost drivers: Run-time type checks in the OO version induce nevertheless some overhead. In the AO version, some overhead is induced by the args() pointcut function, which is used here to get the actual sensor instance.
Implementation Summary
Both, the OOP as well as the AOP implementation of the embedded weather station product line provide good SoC. In particular, the implementation requirements described in Sect. 3.1 are met by both versions: granularity is achieved by the OO as well as the AO version. Each implementation component is either mandatory (such as the Weather and Sink classes), or dedicated to a single feature only. economy is achieved as far as possible. In the OO version, only methods that have to be available via a generic interface are declared as virtual. RTTI is not used, as the required run-time type checks can be implemented with less overhead. In the AO version, joinpoint-specific context information is used only sparingly.
pluggability is achieved as well. In both versions, no component has to be adapted if the set of selected sensors/actors is changed. Sensors and actors basically integrate themselves, if their implementation component is present in the configured source tree. The OO version uses global instance construction for this purpose. In the AO version, the integration is performed by advice. extensibility is also achieved. In the OO version, new sensor/actor types just need to implement the common Sensor/Actor interface. In the AO version, new sensor/actor types just need to provide some aspect that performs the integration into Weather/Sink.
Overall, the AO and OO versions are equipollent from the SoC viewpoint. We, however, identified noticeably more potential cost drivers in the OO version than in the AO version. Especially virtual functions were unavoidable in many places to realize loose coupling and genericity of components. In the next section, we analyze how this affects scalability and memory demands of the product line.
Cost Analysis
In this section, we analyze scalability and memory requirements of the embedded weather station product line. For this purpose, several configurations of the weather station were generated as AO, OO, and C variants. 4 For each variant, we measured:
-static memory demands, which are determined by the amount of generated machine code (text), static initialized data (data), and static non-initialized data (bss). -dynamic memory demands, which are determined by the maximum stack space used by the running application (stack). 5 -the run time of a complete measure/process-cycle.
On the actual hardware, text occupies flash memory space. Data occupies flash memory and RAM space, as it is writable at run time and therefore has to be copied from flash into RAM during system startup. Bss and stack occupy RAM space only.
Measurement Methods
Static memory demands (text, data, bss) could easily be retrieved directly from the linker map file. Dynamic memory demands (stack) and run time had to be measured in the running targets:
Measuring Stack Utilization
For simple programs it is possible to determine the stack utilization offline and byteexact by static analysis of the machine code. Unfortunately in our case the program execution graph is not predictable due to the use of interrupts and late bound functions. Therefore we used run-time monitoring of the stack as a pragmatic alternative. A common technique for run-time stack monitoring is to initialize the entire stack space with some specific magic pattern during system startup. The maximum quantity of stack used can then be measured at any time by searching (from bottom of stack) for the first byte where the pattern has been overwritten.
In the weather station variants, this technique was used to implement stack measurement as an additional sensor type. Understanding stack measurement as just another sensor had some nice advantages. Because of the achieved pluggability (in the AO and OO versions) it was very easy to apply stack measurement to any weather station configuration. Of course, some extra care had to be taken to ensure that the maximum stack utilization is not caused by the stack measurement sensor itself. For this reason, the stack measurement implementation uses only global variables which do not occupy stack space. By analyzing the generated machine code we ensured that the stack utilization of the stack sensor methods is minimal among all sensors. As all sensor methods are invoked from the same call depth level, and at least one "real" sensor besides stack measurement is used in a weather station configuration, it can thereby be guaranteed that stack measurement itself does not tamper the maximum stack utilization. In the actual targets, the thereby acquired maximum stack utilization remained stable after a short startup time and could be read from one of the attached generic actors.
Measuring Run Time
Run-time measuring was not implemented as another sensor type, as it had been too difficult to distinguish the run time taken by the sensor processing itself from the run time of the target to measure. Instead, we used a less invasive approach that could be implemented with just two additional assembler statements: in the application main loop, a digital I/O port of the AVR µ-controller is set to high before the call to Weather::measure() and reset to low after the return of Sink::process(). The result is a rectangular signal on this port, which was recorded and analyzed with a storage oscilloscope. 6 A high period in the signal represents the run time taken by a complete Weather::measure() / Sink::process() cycle. After a short startup time, period and phase of the signal remained stable, and the length of the high phase could be measured.
Overall Scalability of the Product Line
As the graphs in Fig. 7 show, the resulting RAM/flash demands of the weather station software do scale quite well with the amount of selected features. The "Barometer" configuration (P+Display), consisting of just an air pressure sensor and an LCD display, induces significantly smaller memory demands than the "Deluxe-PC" configuration (TWP+Serial+XML+Display) which bundles three sensors, a LCD display, and an XML-based PC connection over a serial interface. The memory requirements of the other examined configurations are in-between. The noticeably high amount of flash memory required by the "Thermometer" configuration (T+Display) can be explained by the fact that this sensor is connected via the I 2 C bus to the µ-controller (see Fig. 2 ). To drive this bus, additional driver code is required that has not been included for other sensors.
Overall, all three versions meet the goal of scalability, which is an indicator for achieved granularity. In every case, however, the OOP version requires significantly more memory space than its AOP counterpart which comes very close to the C version. Depending on the configuration, the required quantity of RAM is up to 138% higher in the OO version, while the AO version takes only an extra of 10% at maximum (up to 13 byte)-both compared to the C-based version that does not provide SoC. The amount of flash memory is up to 91% higher in the OO version, but only 4% at maximum in the AO version. The net difference between using AOP and OOP has to be considered as even higher, as both versions of each configuration are linked with the same (configuration-dependent) set of device drivers whose memory requirements are included in these numbers. 7 The run time of all three versions is almost the same in all configurations (see Fig. 8 ). It is mostly dominated by hardware and driver-related costs. Table 1 breaks down the required overall amount of RAM and flash memory into their origins. It is evident, that the OO variants induce especially higher static memory demands. The text sections of the OO variants are up to 78%, the data sections up to 284% bigger than in the AO variants. The following cost drivers can be mainly accounted for this:
Memory Requirements in Detail
virtual functions are the main source of additional code and data, as they induce overhead on both, the caller and the callee side. On the caller side, each call to a virtual function requires, compared to advice code inlining, at least 16 additional byte in the machine code. On the callee side, virtual function tables have to be provided (4 byte + 2 byte per entry, data), object instances need to carry a pointer to the virtual function table (2 byte per instance), and constructors to initialize the vtable pointer of an instance have to be generated (at least 24 byte per class, text). In the "Barometer" configuration (P+Display), for instance, 52 byte of the data section are occupied solely by virtual function tables. 8 Regarding code size, the situation may become even worse in larger projects: due to late binding, the bodies of virtual functions are never removed from the final image by means of function-level linking. Thus, "dead" function code that is never called at run time becomes nevertheless part of the text section. dynamic data structures are another source of additional overhead. The chaining of actors and sensors induces 8 additional data byte in the "Barometer" configuration, plus some extra code to access and iterate over the lists. global instance construction causes some more "hidden" code to be generated. For each translation unit that defines one or more global objects, the compiler has to generate a specific initialization-and-destruction function (88 bytes, text). Pointers to these functions are additionally stored in the data section.
Regarding dynamic memory usage (stack), the differences between the AO and OO version are less significant. The OO variants need a few byte (up to 16%) more stack space than the related AO variants. This seems surprising at first, given that virtual function calls cannot be inlined, which therefore lead to a higher call depth and, thus, higher stack utilization. Part of this effect can be explained by the fact that the AOP version requires some additional stack space as well, namely by context-binding pointcut functions and the joinpoint API (2-4 byte). The main reason is, however, that the maximum virtual function call depth is with two levels quite low. As the AVR architecture provides 32 general-purpose registers, which are also used for passing function parameters, it can furthermore be considered as quite "stack-friendly". On other CPU architectures (such as Intel), the differences between AO-and OO-based solutions would be more significant.
Run-Time Requirements in Detail
Table 1 also lists the measured run times in detail. In all configurations that support a serial connection the measurement/processing cycle time is mainly dominated by the underlying serial device driver. Here, the costs are almost the same. In all other configurations the performance of the AO version and our highly efficient C implementation are the same. The run-time overhead of the OO version is between 4 and 6.6%. It can be explained with the numerous virtual function calls on the application level.
Cost Analysis Summary
Both, the AO and OO version of our product line, scale quite well. The run-time differences are small and only of minor importance in this domain. The OO version, however, induces dramatically higher memory requirements. Given a hardware product line like the AVR ATmega series, these differences can directly be mapped to the required µ-controller features. As Fig. 9 shows, the hardware costs of the C-based and AO-based product line would be exactly the same in all configurations. Using AO versus OO leads even for our small example product line to significant differences regarding hardware costs. This effect would probably be even higher for larger product lines. 
Discussion
As pointed out in the previous sections, the AOP-based version of the weather station product line combines good SoC with high memory efficiency. In the following we discuss the principal reasons for this effect, the potential disadvantages, and to what degree our results are applicable to (system software) product lines in general and achievable with other AOP approaches.
General Advantages of the Approach
To ensure variability and granularity in product lines, components need to be implemented in a fine-grained and loosely coupled way. In our case study, we identified three fundamental concepts that are required to reach this: Abstraction from concrete components (interfaces), abstraction from component sets (1:n relationships), and abstraction from component integration (self-pluggability). The major disadvantage of OOP is that the features it provides to reach these goals are basically run-time concepts, while with AOP (in the case of static weaving) it is possible to use compile-time concepts:
abstraction from concrete components requires to use interfaces and run-time binding in OOP (thus, virtual functions in C++), while in AOP advice code is woven at compile time to the joinpoints (and in AspectC++ is even inlined). abstraction from component sets requires to use some kind of run-time data structures in OOP, such as linked lists, while in AOP multiple advice can be woven at the same joinpoint. Moreover, by means of aspect ordering, it is even possible to define a context-dependent invocation order. abstraction from component integration is generally difficult to achieve in most OOP languages. In C++ it requires some constructor trickery to perform the integration at run time. In AOP, Advice is per se an integration mechanism and resolved at compile time. Moreover, aspects provide means for context-sensitive integration: Giving advice for a specific joinpoint can be understood as a weak reference to another component, as the advice is silently ignored if the joinpoint does not exist.
Compiler Issues
As pointed out in the analysis, much of the extra overhead of the OO version is directly or indirectly induced by the costs of late binding, even though the extra flexibility at run time is not required in every case. Much work has been conducted to reduce the costs of C++ virtual functions [3, 8] and late binding in general, e.g., by static whole program optimization [18] . This gives rise to the question, if and to what extent the measured OO overhead could be prevented by better compilers. Especially in the context of the highly complex and non-academic programming languages C and C++, which are the state of the art in system software and embedded software development, the implementation of optimizations based on static whole program analysis is extremely difficult. Although many of the aforementioned algorithms and techniques were proposed at least 10 years ago, today's commercial compilers have not incorporated these innovations yet. The main reasons are their complexity and existing de-facto standards like object file formats and ABIs. 9 Therefore, we pragmatically advocate for using OO and AO mechanisms in combination in order to get the best out of both worlds. While OO is well suited for applications that actually need dynamism, static advice weaving is an interesting alternative that avoids the OO overhead from the beginning if dynamism is not required.
Applicability to System Software
Compared to application software product lines, system software product lines have to fulfill even higher demands on configurability and resource-efficiency. With respect to efficiency, the aforementioned abstractions are particularly useful in system software: efficient callbacks by advice code inlining. System software usually has to provide means to bind user-defined code to (asynchronous) system events, such as hardware interrupts in an operating system. To prevent user-dependencies [41] of the system code to driver/application code, a callback or upcall mechanism via functionpointers has to be provided. This leads to extra overhead and higher latencies at run time. As aspects reverse such dependencies [14] , they provide means to break user-dependencies without this extra overhead. handler chains by multiple advice. The implementation of handler chains can be implemented by the same mechanism as single callbacks. Due to advice code inlining, this furthermore induces no additional overhead. configurable initialization order by aspect precedences. In system software it is often necessary to initialize components and subsystems in some well-defined (partial) order during system startup. The order is determined by componentinterdependencies; however, not necessarily fixed in the case of configurable product lines. It may well depend on the actual configuration. By aspect precedences (given as order advice in AspectC++), aspects provide perfect means to solve this problem at compile time.
Potential Disadvantages of the Approach
The advantages regarding resource efficiency are mainly caused by binding and inlining component code at compile time that is bound at run time in OOP. This may, however, also lead to limitations of the approach:
compile time fixation limits the approach to static configuration of product lines. In domains, where the set of selected features can arbitrarily change at run time, additional support has to be provided, e.g., by a dynamic aspect weaver. As most dynamic weaving approaches induce inevitable overhead [27] , it is questionable if in such cases AOP still outweighs the overhead of OOP. However, in most cases only some features can be expected to change at run time. A tailorable low-cost weaving infrastructure, which provides means to configure per-feature whether static or dynamic weaving should be used [45] , may be a promising solution for such cases, as this enables developers to optimize the trade-off between dynamism and resource overhead at configuration time. code bloating due to advice code inlining. This occurs if functionality given by advice is invoked from (and therefore woven to) many different joinpoints. While this situation has to be considered for highly crosscutting concerns such as tracing, component composition usually takes place at few well-known joinpoints only. In any case, however, the programmer is able to prevent this effect by simply moving the advice body into a non-inlined function that is invoked from the advice code.
Applicability to Other AOP Approaches
Our results show, that in the case of C++ and AspectC++, using AOP instead of OOP may lead to significant saving effects in terms of memory and hardware costs. This gives rise to the question, whether similar results can be reached with other languages and/or AOP approaches as well. This is clearly a huge field for further research and cannot be answered in this paper. We think, however, that the following points are of particular importance:
weaver run time support may lead to some unavoidable base overhead that limits the reachable quantity of memory savings. This is clearly an issue for the domain of embedded systems. Experiments conducted with AspectJ on Java2 Micro Edition, for instance, have shown that the AspectJ run time induces an extra 35 KB overhead [49] . AOP approaches that do not require run-time library support are probably better suited for the goal of resource-thriftiness. Besides AspectC++, XWeaver [44] and AspectC [12] , for instance, may be promising candidates. language capabilities of the host language have a high influence on the applicability of the approach. As the resource savings are mainly caused by using compile time instead of run-time concepts, the host language has to support such concepts. On the one hand, it is probably difficult to get "rid of the OOP overhead" in languages that have been particularly designed as object-oriented languages, such as Java or C#. On the other hand, languages such as C may not be sufficiently expressive with respect to (compile time) genericity to take full advantage of the approach.
Design Issues
The actual design and implementation of the AO and OO versions have a significant influence on the resulting memory and performance numbers. Both versions have achieved the granularity, pluggability, and extensibility goals. One might, however, question if especially the design of the OO version is optimal with respect to the economy goal as well. Theoretically, it might be possible to find a better OO implementation that leads to lower memory demands. As a matter of fact, it is impossible to proof that the design and implementation of some software is optimal with respect to run-time resource requirements. The authors have, however, profound experience in developing resource-minimal object-oriented product lines [10, 11, 34] . There is, furthermore, quite some evidence that any OO version would lead to higher memory requirements than the AO version: as pointed out in the previous sections, run-time mechanisms have to be used with OO to reach the required flexibility which, as described in Sects. 3.5 and 4, induce overhead. Given that the OO version takes up to 138% more RAM and up to 91% more flash memory than the C and AO versions; it is hard to imagine that these differences could be levelled by a better OO implementation.
For the AO version the resource requirements are only minimally higher than for the C version. Hence, it can already be considered as "nearly optimal". In a recent study on the eCos operating system product line [1], we could show that the C-mechanism to reach configurability (conditional compilation), can be replaced by AOP concepts without any extra run time and memory costs. In this study, we refactored several hundred #ifdef-blocks caused by configurable features into aspects [33] .
Related Work
Several papers have been published that analyze and compare different implementation techniques of product line variabilities [23, 36] . All authors come to the conclusion that AOP is a very promising approach, although still not widely used in the industrial practice [38] . In the middleware area several case studies showed that AOP allows software developers to scale features and footprint by supporting the static configuration of fine-grained configurable features [13, 50, 51] . All of these studies were conducted with AspectJ. In one case the authors clearly expressed that AspectC++ would be more appropriate for the embedded systems domain [28] .
Other proposed implementation techniques were Generative Programming [16] , the application of frame processors such as XVCL [29] or Angie [19] , and Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) [6] . All three techniques have in common with AOP that in a layered system design the higher-level layers can use special means to refine the behavior and/or structure of the lower-level layers. This dependency alignment [14] is a key to successful product line design. In comparison to frame processing and C++ templatebased generative programming [17] , the main advantage of the AOP approach is its obliviousness, i.e., refined layers do not have to be prepared for intervention by aspects. In comparison with refinements in FOP, the advantage of AOP is quantification, i.e., a single aspect can affect various different joinpoints. Of course, FOP is much more than just the refinement mechanism. Therefore, the novel FeatureC++ language [5] is very promising, as it combines AOP and FOP.
When using OOP, the discussed refinement can only be achieved with virtual functions at the cost of dynamic binding. However, in many cases dynamic binding offers more flexibility than it is actually needed. Much work has been conducted to reduce the costs of virtual functions [3, 8, 20] , but these optimizations are still not state of the art in current C++ compilers.
Another alternative approach is to combine OOP with partial program evaluation tools like Tempo [15] and C-Mix [4] , especially as partial evaluation has succesfully been applied in the context of system software [37] . However, the authors are not aware of any tools or concept papers that cover the combination of these techniques with OOP. Furthermore, the case studies on partial evaluation of system software focus on performance improvements. Some of these techniques increase the code size by keeping specialized and original code in memory at the same time or by applying dynamic compilation [42] .
In the systems software area configurable software is often component based. Popular examples are the OSKit [22, 39] and TinyOS [7] . In both cases the requirements on performance and footprint can only be achieved with additional tool support. For example, Knit can be regarded as a weaver for OSKit components [43] . TinyOS is written in the NesC language [25] . Here, the compiler performs a whole program transformation in order to optimize the system. In both cases the overhead, which is the result of the component model, is later removed by an additional tool. With the AOP approach an overhead is avoided from the beginning.
An interesting alternative to layered designs is Subject-Oriented Programming (SOP) [26, 40] . This technique is one of the roots of AOP. It supports system composition from slices instead of layers. In our embedded weather station case study, the sensors are in fact slices. By using the introduction mechanism of AspectC++, SOP was simulated.
Summary and Conclusions
The development of fine-grained and resource-efficient system software product lines requires means for separation of concerns that do not lead to an extra overhead in terms of memory and performance. Especially in the important domain of small embedded systems, where even a few additional bytes of code or data may lead to higher hardware costs, the inherent overhead of OOP is not acceptable for most developers. For this domain we propose AOP as an alternative.
In this paper, we compared an object-oriented with an aspect-oriented implementation of an configurable embedded software product line. We could show that the aspect-oriented implementation induces significantly lower memory requirements than the object-oriented implementation, while providing similar or even better qualities with respect to separation of concerns. Although our results were produced with C++ and AspectC++, similar effects should be achievable with any AOP approach that does not require additional run-time support and performs inlining of advice code. Advice code inlining also leads to an excellent performance. Our measurements have shown that the performance of the AO version was identical with the performance of our C-based reference implementation.
Overall, our results show that aspects provide very good separation of concerns in conjuction with high resource efficiency. This makes AOP well suited for the development of embedded system software product lines-where aspects beat objects.
Regarding future work, we will continue to evaluate costs and benefits of applying AOP to the operating systems domain. We are furthermore working on a benchmark suite that provides detailed results regarding the run time and memory costs of AspectC++ features.
